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Abstract
Two major problems in the engineering of soft-

ware-intensive, real time and distributed com-
puter systems are, without becoming lost in code
details, I) understanding how an implemented
system works as a whole, and II) specifying, be-
fore implementation starts, how the required be-
haviour of the whole system is to be achieved.
These lead to other problems, such as, long iter-
ation cycles during forward engineering while
various code changes are tried in attempts to fix
erroneous system behaviour, and inadvertently
introducing code changes during maintenance or
reengineering that will damage correct system
behaviour because there is a lack of backwards
traceability to it from the code. This paper illus-
trates the application of a new technique called
use case maps to solving these problems, using as
an example a system constructed from a public-
domain, object-oriented, software framework
called ACE.

1. Introduction

Problems I and II identified in the abstract are common
to all kinds of software-intensive real time and distributed
systems, such as, telephony switching systems, air traffic
control systems, radar systems in military aircraft, or intra-
net-based support systems for enterprises such as travel
agencies, to name but a few.

This paper aims to contribute to the exchange of ideas
about better techniques for the engineering of such sys-
tems by showing, with a case study of a particular class of
software-intensive system, how a new technique called
use case maps [3][4][5][6] can help to solve Problems I
and II. The class of system we have chosen for our case
study is, we believe, a representative one from which gen-
eral lessons may be learned. The example is a distributed
application called the Gateway that is constructed from
Schmidt’s ACE (Adaptive Communication Environment)
framework [12]. Frameworks like ACE provide standard

software classes and patterns for quickly constructing new
applications with good properties (the nature of patterns in
this context is described in [8] and specific ACE patterns
are described in [13][14][15][16][17]). However, the focus
on construction exacerbates Problem I and II. The effect is
a bit like trying to understand from an automobile parts
catalog how a particular automobile constructed from the
parts will look and drive: complex relationships obtained
from scattered details must be held in the mind’s eye in a
high-level way.

The situation is actually worse than for automobiles for
a number of reasons: the system view we want of the soft-
ware will not be a concrete thing like an automobile but an
abstraction that may seem quite distant from code; the pat-
terns embodied in frameworks used to construct the code
are themselves described abstractly, so getting a system
view on top of this view requires distancing ourselves two
levels of abstraction away from code; and a software sys-
tem is, while running, like an automobile that can “morph”
into different forms while you are driving it (because the
creation, destruction, and changing interrelationships of
operational parts such as threads and objects may cause its
structural form to be fluid).

To cope with these issues we need aconceptual model
with the following properties: has the primary objective of
aiding human reasoning at a high level of abstraction, as
opposed to entering details into a computer tool; is first-
class at the macroscopic level, meaning not dependent on
details of components or code; combines system behav-
iour and system structure into a single coherent view;
expresses “morphing” compactly, without requiring
sequences of snapshot diagrams of changing structural
forms; has diagrams that are easily grasped as visual pat-
terns for a system as a whole; provides a macroscopic sys-
tem view for forward engineering, reverse engineering,
maintenance, evolution, and reengineering; can be saved
for documentation and maintained without unreasonable
effort.

This combination of properties is found, to the author’s
knowledge, only in use case maps (see Section 7.0 for dis-
cussion of this point in relation to other design notations).
Use case maps provide a supplementary view at a higher
level of abstraction than other design notations.

Because our example is an application developed in the
first place without use case maps, the paper necessarily
tackles Problem I first. However, we hope that the reader
will find it as obvious as we do that any technique that
helps with Problem I in the reverse engineering direction
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is likely also to be helpful for Problem II when applied in
the forward engineering direction (see Section 7.0 for
more on this point).

2. ACE and the Gateway application

The nature of Gateway application is indicated by Fig-
ure 1. The code for this application is provided as an
example with ACE. ACE is a framework for constructing
applications of this general kind, in which a distributed set
of computers achieves some overall purpose. This particu-
lar application is a small distributed system in which peer

workstations interact through a gateway computer. From
the point of view of the gateway computer, some of the
peers act as input peers which generate messages and oth-
ers act as output peers which consume messages. Mes-
sages are sent from any one input peer to the gateway,
which then routes the messages to one or more output
peers. The diagram and the above prose describe only how
the hardware of the gateway system works. To understand
how the software works, one must first understand the
ACE patterns that are used to implement it.

ACE patterns are described in a number of papers
[13][14][15][16][17] (a pattern in this context is a cata-
logued general solution to a detailed implementation prob-
lem). Each ACE pattern is described in an abstract way in
isolation from other patterns with a combination of prose
and standard object-oriented diagramming techniques that
show the classes, objects, and message sequences of the
pattern. Their embodiment in C++ code in ACE is nontriv-
ial to understand, because C++ features are used to the full
and much detail in different places in the code must be
understood. How these and other patterns should be cho-
sen or combined to create an application is left up to the
ACE user. The patterns are more general than any particu-
lar ACE application and must be customized for particular
applications, so any particular application is visible only in
the customization details. Therefore, piecing together a
simple, overall picture of the gateway software analogous
to Figure 1 for the hardware requires chasing and mentally
integrating a lot of detail in both abstract descriptions and
code.

 The patterns used in the gateway are as follows:
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Figure 1: The Gateway system

• A service configurator pattern supports creation and
management of service objects, such as the ones
required in the gateway computer to provide services
to peers.

• Acceptor and connector patterns support establishment
of communication channels, such as UNIX sockets.
The acceptor pattern supports listening for connect
requests on a particular network address. The connec-
tor pattern supports the making of connect requests to
particular network addresses.

• A reactor pattern supports event demultiplexing by
providing a means of registering event handlers so that
when an event occurs the correct event handler is noti-
fied. Events include communications events, timers,
and UNIX signals.

After some period of immersion in ACE details, one
can form a mental picture of how the patterns fit together
to implement the system of Figure 1. The gateway uses the
connector pattern to connect to the peers. The peers use
the acceptor pattern to receive connections from the gate-
way. The service configurator pattern is used in both the
gateway and peers to provide a generic initialization
mechanism. The reactor pattern is used extensively in both
gateway and peers as the underlying communication
mechanism driving them.

However, this mental picture, involving as it does inti-
mate knowledge of ACE patterns and code, is neither easy
to explain to others nor easy to remember after some time
away from the details. This is where use case maps enter
the picture.

3. Simplest Use Case Map of the Gateway

Figure 2(a) introduces use case maps by showing the
simplest possible use case map of the Gateway software at
roughly at the same level of operational understanding as
the hardware view of Figure 1. It presents a view of nor-
mal, failure-free operation of the software of two peers
and a gateway, after initialization has been completed. A
sense of the effort required to discover the simple use case
map of Figure 2(a) is given by Figure 2(b). This section is
concerned with explaining Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b),
beginning with Figure 2(a).

The termuse case map has its origins in the termuse
case [9]. A use case is a prose description of system
behaviour that may embody a set of related scenarios of
system operation. Use case maps are a diagramming tech-
nique for superimposing paths for scenarios of possibly
many use cases on a diagram substrate that shows the
structure of a system. The worduse does not necessarily
imply human users or users outside the system. In general,
a use case map may embody scenarios involving many
systems, subsystems, or components that are users of each
other.

The structural substrate of Figure 2(a) is a set of boxes
with different shapes and positional relationships to each
other. In this diagram, boxes with sharp corners represent
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UNIX processes that provide the operational context for
ACE objects, and boxes with round corners inside the pro-
cess boxes represent ACE objects that operate in the con-
text of the processes. The objects gh1, gh2, ic, oc are all
service handlers that come from ACE’s acceptor and con-
nector patterns, which provide classes for such objects.
The routing table object is not part of any pattern in ACE,
but is implemented as an isolated application class.

The behavioural part of Figure 2(a) is shown by a path
superimposed on the set of boxes (in general there may be
many such paths). Paths in use case maps trace cause-
effect sequences that traverse a system from points of
stimuli to points of responses. The paths are at a level of
abstraction above the interactions between components
that will be required to make the causal sequences happen.
In general, there may be many interobject or interprocess
interactions required to implement causal path segments
between components, so a path provides an abstract view.

In this particular map, superimposing a path on a com-
ponent indicates that the component has aresponsibility
along the path (the commonly used term “activity” means,
in this context, “performing a responsibility”). Responsi-
bilities are identified by names adjacent to points along
paths (left off here to convey the uncluttered essence).

Read the single path in Figure 2(a) as follows: at the
starting point on the left, a stimulus occurs in the environ-
ment of the first peer (a message becomes available to be
routed); the gh1 object in the associated peer process inter-
prets the stimulus and causes the message to be forwarded
to the gateway; the ic object in the gateway process inter-
prets the stimulus and causes routing to be performed; the
rt object in the gateway process determines the route; the
oc object in the gateway process causes the message to be
forwarded to the second peer; the gh2 object in the second
peer process causes the message to be displayed; the result
(the displayed message) is observed at the end point of the

path in the environment of the second peer.
The map presents the causal sequence as a requirement

or explanation; there is no implication that the causal
sequence has a direct representation in the software. In
most implementations, including ACE, it will not have
such a representation, but must be inferred from scattered
details often buried deep in the code.

This style of thinking, in terms of cause-effect
sequences instead of intercomponent communication,
seems to be routinely used by experts to understand and
explain how complex software systems work. However, it
has been largely ignored by writers of method textbooks
and vendors of CASE tools and, up to now, has lacked a
first-class notational representation (see Section 7.0 for
more on this). Use case maps give it such a representation.

Figure 2(b) gives some indication of how a use case
map like the one of (a) may be discovered during reverse
engineering. Discovering the components requires under-
standing how ACE’s configurator, acceptor, and connector
patterns perform initialization and how this is realized in
code. Discovering the path requires understanding the
details of the reactor pattern, its relationship to the other
patterns, and its realization in code (although objects of
the reactor pattern are regarded as details below the level
of this map, the details must be studied to discover the
map).

4. A complete Use Case Map Model of the
Gateway

The following figures present a more complete use case
map model of the gateway and its relationship to ACE
classes and patterns. In the prose descriptions that follow,
equivalent short-form and long-form component names
are used as convenient (see Figure 5 for a cross-reference
list).



4.1 Gateway processes and classes

Section 4.1 explains in some detail, with the aid of Fig-
ures 3, 4 and 5, how the components of the use case map
in Figure 3 are derived from ACE patterns and classes,
ignoring the use case paths. Not all of this detail is neces-
sarily needed to understand the use case paths. Those who
only want the paths explained may prefer to glance at Fig-
ures 3, 4, and 5 to get a sense of what they provide and
then skip to Section 4.2. Figure 3 gives the structure of the
gateway and peer processes. Figure 4 shows the class
inheritance hierarchy for a portion of the ACE library and
for the gateway and peer programs. Figure 5 cross-refer-
ences the components in the use case map of Figure 3 to
the classes in Figure 4 so the relationships can be seen at a
glance.

Referring to Figure 3, we see that a peer process is
made up of an object, aService_Config, and a team, Peer
Service, which is in turn made up of two more objects,
aGateway_Acceptor and aGateway_Handler. Looking at
Figures 4 and 5 we see that aService_Config is an instance
of the ACE Service_Config class and that aGateway_Ac-
ceptor is an instance of the ACE Acceptor class which
inherits from Service_Object. Together, aService_Config
and aGateway_Acceptor are the components forming the
Service Configurator pattern. The object aGateway_Han-

dler is an instance of the Gateway_Handler class which
inherits from the ACE Svc_Handler class. The two
objects, aGateway_Handler and aGateway_Acceptor, the
latter, as indicated, being an instance of Gateway_Accep-
tor which inherits from Acceptor, are the components of
the acceptor pattern. Each of the objects aService_Config,
aGateway_Handler, and aGateway_Acceptor are instances
of classes which eventually inherit from the ACE
Event_Handler class. All of these objects are used as part
of a reactor pattern.

The objects aGateway_Acceptor and aGateway_Han-
dler work together to provide the communications func-
tionality which is the main part of the peer process.
Although the aService_Config object works with
the aGateway_Acceptor object to provide a “service”
according to the service configurator pattern, we can think
of aGateway_Acceptor and aGateway_Handler forming a
team which is created dynamically by aService_Config.
This team is called the Peer Service and is represented in
Figure 3 by a rectangle within the Peer Process and enclos-
ing aGateway_Acceptor and aGateway_Handler. It is
shown using dashed lines to indicate that it is a dynami-
cally populated slot.

Figure 3 shows a pair of offset large solid rectangles
under the Peer Process label. This is referred to as a stack
of peer processes and indicates that there is more than one
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Figure 3: Basic gateway operation including termination
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peer process but that they are all identical.
The structure of the gateway process consists of an

instance of Service_Config and a team called Gateway
Service which contains the objects aGateway, aChannel_-
Connector, aRouting_Table, anInput_Channel, and anOut-
put_Channel. As was discovered in the peer process, the
object aService_Config is an instance of the ACE class
Service_Config. Figures 4 and 5 show that the object
aGateway is an instance of the class Gateway which inher-
its from the ACE Service_Object class. The objects aSer-
vice_Config and aGateway form the service configurator
pattern. The object aChannel_Connector is an instance of
the ACE Connector class. The objects anInput_Channel
and anOutput_Channel are instances of the classes
Input_Channel and Output_Channel respectively which
both inherit from the class Channel which in turn inherits
from the ACE Svc_Handler class. The object aChannel_-
Connector, being a Connector, and the objects anIn-
put_Channel and anOutput_Channel, being Svc_Handlers,
together are the components of the connector pattern.

4.2  Generalized Use Case Map

The simple use case map of Figure 2 is generalized in
Figure 3 to show a bit more detail in the normal operation
of the gateway system and to include termination behav-
iour. The paths in Figure 3 are annotated according to a
convention where the preconditions and postconditions are
given upper case labels and the responsibilities are given
numerically sequenced lower case labels.

Looking at the normal operation use case path (which
begins with MI, follows along responsibilities m1 through
m5 and ends at MT), we see three notational features that
were not in Figure 2:

• The path crosses a stack of peer processes in the vicin-
ity of the responsibility m1. When a path crosses a
stack like this, it means that the path applies to any one
of the components in the stack.

• Between the responsibilities m3 and m4, the path leads
to a bar from which emerge two new paths. This one-
to-many forking of the path is called an AND fork and
it indicates that the emerging paths are logically con-
current.

• At responsibility m4, one logically concurrent path
crosses over the top of the object stack Input_Channel
while the other crosses between the objects of the stack
(hidden beneath the object on top). This notation is
used to indicate that each path applies to a different
component in the stack.

The AND fork and stack notation make it easy to show
that the gateway process forwards messages to multiple
peer processes.

The path from TI to TT by way of responsibilities s1
and s2 shows how the gateway process is terminated. A
terminating stimulus, in this case a UNIX signal, occurs
and is interpreted by aGateway at responsibility s1. The

aGateway object commands aService_Config to shutdown
the system which it does at responsibility s2. The lightning
strike symbol between the paths means that the termina-
tion use case path aborts all activity anywhere along the
normal operation use case path.

5. Use Case Maps for Gateway and Peer
initialization and error handling

Figure 6 shows a high level view of the Gateway
Process and Peer Process initialization and error handling.
Ignore for a moment the paths in this diagram and
consider just the components. On the left is a view of the
Gateway Process where much of the detail that was shown
previously in Figure 3 has been abstracted away. We still
have the Service_Config object, which has actually been
elaborated upon slightly, but the remainder of the internals
are hidden within the Gateway Service team. The new
object shown within aService_Config, labeled
aService_Repository, is a pool and is used to represent a
place where dynamically created objects or teams can be
stored as data and retrieved. To the right of the Gateway
Process is the Peer Process, shown as it was given in
Figure 3 with the exception that its Service_Config object
has been expanded also.

Consider now the use case paths in Figure 6, starting at
GI with the Gateway Process initialization. The precondi-
tion for this path is that the user types the appropriate
UNIX command to start the gateway process. This action
causes aService_Config to create an instance of the Gate-
way Service, shown by a plus sign and small arrow into
the path at g1; store a reference to it in aService_Reposi-
tory for later use, shown by the arrow with a tail at g2; and
populate the Gateway Service slot with the newly created
service, shown by the arrow leaving the path into the Gate-
way Service slot. The path then leads to a stub (the box
containing a darkened circle with a bar through it labeled
GS1), where it is joined by other paths (indicated by x and
z) also involved in the initialization and error handling of
the Gateway Process.

A stub represents complex path detail that is not needed
or desired for understanding a use case map at the level of
abstraction where the stub is used. In this case, the stub is
being used to hide the details of the initialization and error
handling that occur in the internals of the Gateway Ser-
vice.

As a result of the initialization of the Gateway Service,
the Gateway Process is ready to service message traffic to
and from the peers.

The initialization of the Peer Process, begins at PI in
Figure 6 and proceeds at first in the same way as the
Gateway Process: a user issues the UNIX command to
start the Peer Process which causes aService_Config to
create an instance of the Gateway Service (p1), store it in
aService_Repository (p2) and populate the Peer Service
slot. The path then continues with the initialization of the
aGateway_Acceptor (p3) after which some interaction
takes place with the Gateway Process (shown by the path



entering the stub GS1 at x and leaving at y), which is
followed by the initialization of the aGateway_Handler
(p4). The result is that Peer Process is ready to handle
messages (PT).

In addition to initialization, Figure 6 also shows an
error handling path beginning at EI. The precondition for
this path is that the Peer Process be an output peer and that
the user erroneously inputs a message to it. The message is
read from the standard input of the peer and transmitted to
the gateway (e1) where the error handling takes place (in
the stub, GS1).

5.1  Expanding the stub

The details of the Gateway Service initialization and
error handling will be now considered. The high level
view of the initialization and error handling shown in
Figure 6 is expanded in Figure 7 to show more detail. In
particular, the stub GS1 of Figure 6 has been expanded
here to show the complex detail of the Gateway and Peer
interaction during initialization and error handling. A path
labeling convention helps to maintain continuity between
the two diagrams: the paths at the stub in Figure 6 are
labeled (v, w, x, y, and z) and these same labels are
repeated on the corresponding paths in Figure 7.

The initialization of the Gateway Service begins at the
upper left hand side of the diagram with the path starting
at w. This path represents the connection of a communica-
tions channel from the Gateway Process to one of the out-
put Peer Processes. Input peers are handled identically
and, to keep the map simple, the paths for input peer con-
nection are not shown. The scenario represented by this
map is performed once for each output Peer Process that is

to be connected. The first instance of this scenario is
started when the path from aService_Config reaches the
stub at the point labeled w in Figure 6. Subsequently,
while there are still peers to connect, a new scenario
instance begins each time a timer (a circle with hands, sug-
gestive of a clock face) is started or whenever a scenario
reaches the end of the path at the stub end point v.

The scenario starts with aGateway creating a new
instance of Output_Channel (gs1) and binding it to the
network address of the peer to which it is to be connected.
The Output_Channel instance is then dropped into its slot
and the routing table is updated (gs2). Then,
aChannel_Connector begins the attempt to connect the
channel to its peer (gs3). At this point the path forks
(towards the right) into two alternative paths. The lower
path labeledimmediate error is followed if the connect
attempt (gs3) fails immediately; the upper path, labeled
connecting, is taken otherwise. Consider first the
connecting path which turns downwards and leads to a
timer, positioned on a horizontal bar. Note that the
initialization path of the Peer Process also leads to this bar
(towards the right hand side). The bar and timer represent
a timed synchronization between the gateway and peer
initialization paths which functions as follows. If either the
gateway or peer initialization scenario “arrives” at the top
of the synchronization bar first, it waits there for the other
to arrive, after which they both proceed along the paths out
the bottom of the bar (the gateway on the left and the peer
on the right). The gateway initialization scenario will only
wait for a certain period for the peer to arrive (shown by
the timer). If this period expires, the path labeledtimeout
is followed by the gateway scenario. The peer, on the other
hand, will wait for ever for the gateway (there is no timer
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Preconditions:
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GT: Gateway process initialized and
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for the peer).
On a successful synchronization, the gateway service

initialization scenario proceeds along the path labeledcon-
nected to complete the initialization of the Output_Chan-
nel instance (gs4) resulting in a completely connected
channel (GSF). If, instead, the timer expires, the path
labeled timeout is followed from the timer to anOut-
put_Channel, where the channel is reset (gs4), and back to
aChannel_Connector to restart the connection attempt
(gs3). Now we return to the path labeledimmediate error.
In this case, the scenario is delayed to prevent successive
retries from clogging the network (shown by the timer),
after which the Output_Channel is reset (gs5) and a new
connection attempt is made (gs3).

Let us now consider the error handling path that was
first described in connection with Figure 6. It can be seen
in Figure 7 to begin as it did in Figure 6 with the user
entering a message into the output peer (EI). The path
leads through aGateway_Handler where the message is
transmitted to the Gateway Process where the reception of
a message is interpreted by the anOutput_Channel as an
error (gs7). A delay is introduced, as before, to avoid con-
gestion (shown by the timer), the channel is reset (gs5),
and an attempt is made to reconnect it (gs3).

The only new detail about the initialization path of Peer
Process shown in Figure 7 (and not in Figure 6) is the syn-
chronization with the Gateway Process which has already

been explained. It is not discussed further here.

6. Relationship between Use Case Maps and
Message Sequences

Message sequences can be associated with use case
maps to give the details of precisely what is happening
between components along paths. The message sequences
we shall now describe for this example were derived by
reverse engineering, before drawing the use case maps, but
it should be obvious that, in principle, use case maps could
be developed first from a blank sheet during forward engi-
neering and then used as a starting point for specifying
message sequences to realize them (see Section 7.0 for
more on this).

Note that the message sequences about to be described
may be viewed as combinations of the message sequences
of the patterns embodied in ACE. However, the procedure
for discovering them was to read the code first. The pat-
terns entered in only as a means of verifying that the
sequences had been understood correctly.

6.1  Immediate connection

Figure 8 highlights the portion of the use case map of
Figure 7 that is responsible for an immediately successful
connection from the Gateway Process to an output Peer
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Process: aChannel_Connector receives an initiate_connec-
tion message which prompts the Channel_Connector
instance to attempt to connect to the peer which is com-
pleted successfully. The Channel_Connector instance then
initializes anOutput_Channel by sending it an open mes-
sage. It in turn registers with aReactor via register_reactor
and completes its initialization with initialize_connection.

6.2  Delayed connection

Figure 9 highlights the same portion of the map frag-
ment with the addition that the timer is now highlighted
too. The message sequence begins as above with the ini-
tiate_connection message to aChannel_Connector. Again
the connect is attempted but this time, the result indicates
that a connection may be possible at some point in the
future. The Channel_Connector registers itself with
aReactor to be notified of a completed connection by send-
ing it the register_handler message. It also registers itself
to be notified of a timeout expiry by sending the schedu-
le_timer message to aReactor.

In this case, aReactor notifies aChannel_Connector by
the handle_output message that the connection has been
completed. The Channel_Connector instance cancels the
timer by sending aReactor the cancel_timer message and
then the Output_Channel initialization proceeds as above.

6.3  Connection Timeout

The connection timeout scenario highlighted in
Figure 10 is the same as the delayed connection scenario
up to the schedule_timer message from
aChannel_Connector to aReactor. Then instead of sending
the handle_output message to aChannel_Connector,
aReactor sends the handle_timeout message which
indicates that the connection was not completed in time.
The Channel_Connector instance forwards this message to
the Output_Channel instance which restarts the connection
attempt by sending the initiate_connection message.

6.4  Immediate Failure

Figure 11 shows the immediate failure case. Again the
sequence begins with the initiate_connection message
being received by aChannel_Connector. It attempts a con-
nection which results in an indication that no connection is
possible at all. The Channel_Connector then registers
itself with aReactor to be notified of a timeout expiry by
sending the schedule_timer message to aReactor. The
reactor informs anOutput_Channel that the timer has
expired by sending it the handle_timeout message. The
Output_Channel instance restarts the connection in the
usual way.
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6.5  Communications Error

Figure 12 shows the handling of a communications
error. The sequence begins with a handle_input message
from aReactor to anOutput_Channel. This is an error
which causes anOutput_Channel to return an error
condition to the aReactor which the sends the
handle_close message. The channel then registers itself
with aReactor to be notified of a timeout expiry by sending
the schedule_timer message to aReactor. When the timer
expires, the reactor sends the handle_timeout message.
This prompts anOutput_Channel to restart the connection.

7. Discussion

7.1  What we have achieved for the Gateway
application

We have presented in three use case maps (Figures 3, 6,
and 7, not counting Figure 2(a) which is a simplified ver-
sion of Figure 3) a coherent overview of the operation of
the gateway application that otherwise would have to be
pieced together from many scattered details and held in the
mind’s eye and explained to others in terms of these
details. The details are complex and keeping them in mind
and explaining them is not easy without some higher level
view such as that presented by the use case maps. The
maps are connected to the patterns from which the system
is constructed through cross-references to classes and mes-
sage sequences.

The use case map view treats event demultiplexing and
interprocess communication details as belonging to an

underlying layer of software. This layer implements the
reactor pattern, which is, therefore, not explicit in the
maps.

The use case map view shows a number of components
as objects that the reader might imagine should be threads,
for example, the objects that occupy slots anInput_Chan-
nel and anOutput_Channel in Figure 3 and Figure 7. ACE
supports making such objects either threads or passive
objects but the Gateway software does not exercise the
thread option. Instead, the UNIX process handles the mul-
tiple channels directly. However, the use case map is not
sensitive to this choice. The precondition that a new sce-
nario starts when a current one hits an end point or sets a
timer covers either possibility. In one case, the waiting for
timeouts is done in the lower layer of software mentioned
above; in the other case, the threads can wait for timeouts
directly ([3] shows how to indicate such behaviour with
use case maps, using additional notation that distinguishes
threads—called processes in [3]— from objects).

7.2  Properties and application of Use Case Maps

Here is a brief overview of the relationship of other
design diagramming techniques to the properties claimed
in Section 1.0 for use case maps:

1. Has the primary objective of aiding human reasoning
at a high level of abstraction, as opposed to entering
details into a computer tool.Use case maps are the
only diagramming technique known to the authors that
was shaped solely by the need for this property. Oth-
ers, e.g., [10][9][18] [7][2][1][11], are shaped prima-
rily by the need for machine-executability of design
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models and/or machine-translatability into code, thus
forcing a commitment to details at the level of meth-
ods, functions, messages, interprocess communication,
interfaces, internal state machines of components, etc.,
that get in the way of reasoning at a high level of
abstraction.

2. Is first-class at the macroscopic level, meaning not
dependent on details of components or code.There is
only one other notation that has this property, the so-
called “high level message sequence charts” under
development by the Z120 community [7] (this refer-
ence covers only detailed message sequence charts, but
examples of proposed high level ones are given in
[10]). However, this notation does not possess Prop-
erty 3 and it clouds the mind’s eye with boxes in the
separate behaviour diagrams that look like components
but are not, exacerbating the problem of mentally
superimposing behaviour on structure.

3. Combines system behaviour and system structure into
a single coherent view. To the author’s knowledge,
only use case maps possess this property at a high level
of abstraction. Other diagramming techniques may
attempt to do it by superimposing sequence numbers
on connections in structural diagrams to indicate, say,
interobject or interprocess message sequences, but this
requires many diagrams to present the big picture, thus
clouding the mind’s eye with details. Approaches that
use separate diagrams, such as detailed or high level
message sequence charts [7] [10][9][2] cloud the big
picture by forcing humans to combine diagrams in the
mind’s eye.

4. Expresses “morphing” compactly, without requiring
sequences of snapshot diagrams of changing structural
forms.To the authors’ knowledge, only use case maps
possess this property (through the use of slots and
move arrows in ordinary use case maps).

5. Has diagrams that are easily grasped as visual pat-
terns for a system as a whole.Use case maps can com-
bine many behaviour patterns in single diagram in a
way that enables the mind’s eye to sort them out. Rec-
ognizing behaviour patterns in superimposed sequence
numbers or separate detailed message sequence charts
is much more difficult, particularly because many dia-
grams must be viewed.

6. Provides a macroscopic system view for forward engi-
neering, reverse engineering, maintenance, evolution,
and reengineering.Only use case maps and high level
message sequence charts provide reference views that
are independent of details and so can be used to guide
decisions about details. Use case maps do it more com-
pactly and simply (Properties 2-5).

7. Can be saved for documentation and maintained with-
out unreasonable effort.The avoidance of commitment
to details and the compactness of use case maps con-

tributes to this property. However, tool support is
desirable (a use case map editor is currently being
developed for this purpose).

It is important to understand that use case maps do not
replace the other techniques referred to above, but supple-
ment them to give a higher level view.

Although we have not used the termarchitecture up till
now [19], we believe that the properties described above
make use case maps a new, useful and practical form of
architectural description [5].

Steps for reverse engineering an implementation into
use case maps are suggested by the arrows in Figure 2(b)
and the associated prose explanations (see [4] for a more
detailed discussion of steps). Roughly speaking, forward
engineering reverses the arrows and the steps in Figure
2(b). Use case maps like the one on the right in this figure
are the first step (see [3] for suggestions and examples of
how to come up with such maps from a blank sheet).
These are used to identify classes/detailed patterns to
implement them, including patterns of message sequences.
The details are captured by conventional means. There is
also the possibility of developing classes/detailed patterns
and use case maps in parallel, bringing them together as
work proceeds.

Current work by Ph.D. student Francis Bordeleau is
producing a systematic method for a forward engineering
process that goes from use case maps to detailed message
sequence charts to communicating state machines, work-
ing with the developers of the ROOM methodology [18]
and the associated ObjectTime CASE tool. A thesis and
papers will emerge in due course (watch http://www.sce.-
carleton.ca/ftp/pub/UseCaseMaps for developments).

8. Conclusions

Two basic problems have been identified in the engi-
neering of software-intensive real time and distributed sys-
tems. Problem I: Understanding how an implemented
system works as a whole may be difficult without becom-
ing lost in code details.Problem II: Specifying, before
implementation starts, how the required behaviour of the
whole system is to be achieved may be difficult without
becoming lost in the details of specifying how code is to
be implemented. These two problems lead to other prob-
lems, such as, long iteration cycles during forward engi-
neering while various code changes are tried in attempts to
fix erroneous system behaviour, and inadvertently intro-
ducing code changes during maintenance or reengineering
that will damage correct system behaviour because there is
a lack of backwards traceability to it from code. This paper
has illustrated, by means of a case study, an approach to
solving Problem I and provided pointers to solving Prob-
lem II with the same approach.

The approach centers around use case maps to provide
a supplementary high level view of system behaviour and
structure that can be used as a starting point for defining
details or a context for changing them. The important gen-



eral properties of use case maps are: they are visual, to
exploit human ability to recognize visual patterns; they
combine structural and behavioural information in an
insightful way through visual patterns in composite dia-
grams, to keep the mental overhead of relating structure
and behaviour as low as possible; they represent behaviour
in terms of causal paths taken by stimulus-response sce-
narios that traverse the system as a whole; and they may
combine paths for many scenarios into composite maps
that show recognizable visual patterns, not just individual
scenarios. This is a unique and powerful combination of
properties for understanding and defining complex sys-
tems of many kinds.
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